


3 STEPS FOR YOUR 
DIGITAL EVOLUTION



BARCOTEC & REALWEAR

 BARCOTEC has been active in the field of automatic 

identification since 1989 and helps customers with mobile 

devices and comprehensive solution concepts to gain market 

advantages by increasing their efficiency. BARCOTEC is one of 

the market leaders in this field in D-A-CH region.

 In 2016, the cooperation with RealWear was officially launched, 

with BARCOTEC being a development partner for the Head 

Mounted Tablet “HMT-1”, and therefore a RealWear Channel 

Partner in Europe.

At the official presentation of HMT-1 at the First Annual 

RealWear Summit in January 2017 in San Francisco, BARCOTEC 

received the Trailblazer Award as “Pioneer of Pioneers”.



HEAD MOUNTED TABLET
„HMT-1“

 Voice controlled „tablet“ with a micro display

 Android 6.0 platform (AOSP) + WearHF Interface

 IP66, MIL-STD 810G: protected against heavy seas or

powerful jets of water, drop proof, dust tight, -20 to +50 

degrees Celsius

 Suitable for loud industrial environments

 Wear it as-is or with hard hats and/or safety glasses

 Full shift battery – 8h+, hot swappable

 16MP camera with five-level optical zoom and

LED flashlight

 WiFi, Bluetooth LE, Micro USB, Type C USB

 IMU: GPS, gyroscope, magnetometer

 Weight: 380g

Features



HMT-1 DATA

 Languages supported: English, German, Spanish, French, Italian, Portuguese, Russian, Mandarin Chinese, Japanese, 

Korean

 Boom Arm with 4 digital microphones with active noise cancellation, accurate voice recognition even in 95 dBA of typical

industry noise, internal 91 db loudspeaker, 3,5mm audio jack also for use with hearing protection

 Chipset and Memory: 2.0 GHz 8-core Snapdragon™ with GPU - OpenGL ES 3.1 & OpenCL 2.0, 16GB Flash, 2GB RAM

 3250 mAh Li-Ion battery, rechargeable, field and hot swappable

 micro SD Slot for storage up to 256 GB (recommended)

 Display: colored WVGA LCD micro display with 854x480 pixels; display can be worn below left or right eye, individually 

adaptable by the so called Boom Arm

 GPS and Locaton: GPS, GLONASS, BeiDou, Baidu A-GPS plus 3-axis accelerometer, magnetometer and gyroscope, software

enhanced stabilization

 Connectivity: WiFi, 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac, Bluetooth 2 EDR & 4.1 LE – the HMT-1 supports Bluetooth connections as either

Slave Mode (e.g. Smartphones) or Master Mode (e.g. Speakers).

Micro USB for connection to the PC, is recognized as a removable disk, can be charged this way too; 

USB-C as a fast charging or docking option for third-party devices (such as LTE dongle)



 Repairs, maintenance or service can be managed and supported 

remotely by video live streaming and 2-way communication. An 

expert is able to help instantly and worldwide.

These work processes can also be recorded and stored live on 

video from the worker's point of view for training purposes.

> Downtime minimization

> Reduction of travel expenses and travel time

USE CASE „REMOTE SUPPORT“



 Defined work instructions in the form of documents (PDFs, 

drawings, pics,..), videos or applications can be retrieved and 

implemented in a standardized manner. With the help of the 

integrated "Document Navigator", files can be opened, scrolled 

through or enlarged by a zoom function. In addition, it is possible 

to live document with photos and videos as well as voice-driven 

entry into mobile forms.

> Increase of productivity and effectiveness

> Minimization of media breaks (paper, display,..)

USE CASE „DIGITAL ASSISTANCE“



 Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, GPS and an integrated barcode scanner in the 

camera create connectivity at the relevant location. It is also 

possible to visualize data on the micro display via beacons, 

augmented markers or QR-/Barcodes.

Augmented reality applications are also fully supported. GPS, 

digital and magnetic compass and gyroscope are integrated.

> Use the HMT-1 as the central hub to gain all surrounding

information and as the primary interface for data processing

USE CASE „INDUSTRIAL INTERNET OF
THINGS “



 Use http://configure.realwear.com/ to initially configure the 

HMT-1: Language, Time Zone and Wifi networks. 

Alternatively use the RealWear Companion App. Update the 

device as FOTA (Firmware over the air) via "Wireless Update“ 

in "My Programs“

 If connected via MicroUSB with the supplied RealWear

Explorer, the Micro Display will be mirrored on your desktop. 

Thus, the HMT-1 can also be operated by keyboard, mouse

and so on.

 Install applications via Drag&Drop on the HMT-1, no other

actions necessary

 RealWear Explorer runs on Windows and iOS.

 Create Bookmarks in PDFs online here: 

https://configure.realwear.com/bookmark

OPERATION HMT-1

(Barcotec adds an USB drive with all available support files)

http://configure.realwear.com/
https://configure.realwear.com/bookmark


VIDEOS

 Barcotec Youtube Channel with various HMT-1 videos

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEj0i5S9tpvr6aPDshaHVcA

 HMT-1 Intro-Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1XQotex_ac

 First steps HMT-1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGBgBFkQuFE

 Show Case Manitoba Hydro

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6uXhwMDbqWE

 Show Case Occidental Petroleum

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ubjWypnG8Vk

 Demo Workflow am RealWear Summit

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ElY4fKABfU

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEj0i5S9tpvr6aPDshaHVcA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1XQotex_ac
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGBgBFkQuFE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6uXhwMDbqWE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ubjWypnG8Vk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ElY4fKABfU


ACCESSORIES HMT-1

 Hard Hat Clips (3 pair pack)

from left to right: 171020 für MSA Front Brim

171024 für MSA Full Brim

171021 für Honeywell North Zone Front Brim

171046 für Honeywell North Zone Full Brim

(could also fit with other hard hats)



ACCESSORIES HMT-1

 Tri-band Strap  Belt Clip



ACCESSORIES HMT-1

 6 Battery Multi-Charger

displays the charge level of each battery

 Spare Battery

3250mAh

(1 or 6-Pack)



ACCESSORIES HMT-1

 Overhead Strap

6-Pack

 Rear Pad

6-Pack



ACCESSORIES HMT-1

 Semi Rigid Carrying Case

with zip closure

 Soft Puch Carrying Case

inkl. kleiner Innentasche



ACCESSORIES HMT-1

 Hard shell case with foam insert

Outside dimensions 460 x 375 x 120 mm

Weight: 2,5 kg



AWARDS HMT-1
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Robert Duchac, MA
Business Development Manager

E-Mail: duchac@barcotec.at

Phone: +43 1 786 39 40 65

Mobile: +43 664 130 41 67

ANY QUESTIONS LEFT?
I AM HAPPY TO ANSWER THEM!

mailto:max@mustermann.com

